Special fees are not expected to mathematics and science for second-housing will range from $180 to $220 of students to faculty. In some public cated on the 409-acre estate of the permanent college than the present at the new College is 10 to 1.

On campus they're saying: "O'flavor, goes wtho the fun and satisfaction . . ." 

Events Planned

Inter-Sorority Council Plans Open Houses

Events for the week include: 

News' Selects Board Member

The State College News announces that the new board member has been selected. All members have been named in the "Letter" of the Board. They are: 

New Member

Barbetter & Johnnie-Buck Snider, President of the State College News and Secretary of the Inter-Sorority Council. Announcements of the new board member have been held in the News Board. There are other positions open in the board.

Committee for Homecoming is held in the real future if details presented with the permission will be explained.

Go for LMOC

THE BMOC

LEM... Today's most exciting cigarette! A new approach to advertising that gives you "Live Modern" flavor, plus the pure while "Mild" taste that's been missing. For full-flavored taste and niceteness it's LEM Filters. 

OASIS ... The fresh-looking in a cigarette. The perfect smokable. Just the right complement for any cigarette. On campus they're saying, "O'Flavor, Osmosis!"

Queenfield ... The big brand for big men who like their cigarettes big! For full-flavored taste and niceteness it's Queenfield. The cigarette that's always home to the flavor.

Yes, the BMOC go for LMOC. Now you know how about you?

Chairman Lists "News" Always Comes Events Planned Out On Friday (Wheel)

State University Opens New Teachers' College

The New York State College of Education and Science, a new university, has been formally opened. The College offers a new and unique degree program designed to provide training in all phases of education.

Editor Distributes Pedagogy-Plus

Khalil is the Editor of the new publication, "Pedagogical Plus". The publication will be devoted to the study of educational problems and provide a forum for the exchange of ideas among educators.

State College News continues to come out on Friday.
The High, The Mighty ...

The Student Senate, be referred to in the future as SA, met Wednesday night for their first meeting of the year. They presented their rules of operating for the coming semester, and they had their first fight of the year.

A rule was presented, and passed, which takes away
right of any student in this college to walk into a Senate
meeting and have their way. Instead, one may "voi
dress" on the Senate by acquiring the permission of the Student Association President—by the way, the word "ad
dress" implies that you have all your facts down pat
that breezy half, the Senate Chamber is nothing but a lot of pure, old-fashioned hogwash, if we may get back.

It's a crying shame when people who have been active in student government that a college convent,
seems to get into silence and pause to see and enter to meet.

It would seem that some of our senators were to be either要不然 to everyone and very quiet for discussion from those whose knowledge of this college might be ex
sidered the student body.

The purpose behind the new SA Constitution, as drawn up last spring, was to enable more students into stud
ent government at this college—there are plenty of students on this campus who can voice for that. Another error was tossed around at the first meeting—Senators are elected from the classes, but they represent the whole school. Perhaps a few of our noble Senators should get themselves acquainted with the philosophy behind the new SA Constitution.

People worked long hours last semester on a new Student Association Constitution. If the main function of the Senate is any indication of things to come, their work has been a total failure.

The International student government's system of lawmaking is fine—for the federal govern-
ment, but we are State College, and government here must mean more to the students in the paying of an activity fee, if the students so desire. The Senate has cut itself off from more than it can offer and allow itself.

To the senators, we say, "Don't you feel yourself fully competent for the work of government? You should lay yourself under your hands—huddle it over.

Let's remember that the Senate is an outgrowth of student Association, and not vice-versa. Perhaps the High and Mighty (which also is the name of a movie showing Saturday in Draper 343) because we are comfortable.

"Common-Staler"

"If the wind led the wolf, both shut full into the place"—The New York Times

NEW GREEK

"The wind..." Please President Collins to the front to discuss the coming fall term. He feels that the Greek system's system of lawmaking is fine—for the federal govern-
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Let's remember that the Senate is an outgrowth of student Association, and not vice-versa. Perhaps the High and Mighty (which also is the name of a movie showing Saturday night) should come off their cloud. Priestly is good but not at the expense of the students. We are the Senate after Myskalin's privilege?"

Apology ...

The upholders of this college have our sympathy. We can understand that the first week is a breahi-
ker, and we can also understand that the upperclassmen, for the first time in over a year, actually took a stand and accepted some discipline.

We fail to understand why the Student Association President. Provided, President Collins, recived the news of the new student government at the end of the Senate meeting. They presented their rules of operating for the coming semester, and they had their first fight of the year.
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FOOTBALL THROUGH THE AGES
The football frenzy is upon us. But let us in the midst of the pressures of school assignments, examinations, and far away and a delightful long door.

The ball was played in Russia.Introduced by Julius Caesar, it became one of the most popular Roman sports by the time of Nero. The game of football is the result of the ancient Greeks, who raced with a ball after it was kicked out on the field.

The Romans began to practice the game, and by 100 BC, the ball was thrown into the ring with a wide net. The game was played with a ball, and the teams were divided into two groups. The ball was kicked with the feet, and the players were allowed to use only their feet. The objective of the game was to score goals by kicking the ball into the opposing team's goalposts.

A special mention to the fact that the football game was played in the ancient world until the 18th century. The game was later revived in England, where it became known as "Association Football." This form of the game was played with a ball, and the teams were divided into two groups. The ball was kicked with the feet, and the players were allowed to use only their feet. The objective of the game was to score goals by kicking the ball into the opposing team's goalposts.
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New Ivy League Auto Trends
Amaze State College Reporter
By DAVE GOODMAN

There was no need to fear the complacency of the Ivy League, as the State College News this week presented some interesting stories from the region. The new Ivy League auto trends were featured prominently, with a focus on superchrome blue-black bumpers. These unique components added a touch of elegance and style to any vehicle, making them a must-have for car enthusiasts.
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